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Greenhouse Shading

D.H.Willits

Biological and Agricultural Engineering Department
North Carolina State University

The shading of greenhouses is a more
complex problem than first meets the eye. It
hasn't been that long ago that the standardbelief
behind recommendations fordesigning shading
systemswasthat shadeclothsreducetemperatures
proportional to the amount of shading (light
blockage)providedbythematerial. What actually
happens inpractice, however, was discovered by
us only by accident

In anattempt to improve thecooling ability
of rockbeds, we useda 30%blackplastic shade
cloth over the rockbed house. What we found
was almost exactly the opposite of what we
expected; i.e.,neitherairtemperaturenorcooling
were appreciably affected. At that time, it was
notpossible to say whatexactly was happening
becausethestudyhad beendesigned for another
purpose and the instrumentation was insufficient
to pinpoint the cause. What followed was series
of studiesinto shadecloth performance to try to
explain this apparent contradiction, the results
of which are presented below.

Field Study
After the initial test referred to above, a

follow-up study was conducted in the summer of
1987 using two 20* x 40' computer controlled
greenhouses, one designated the test house and
the other the control house. Inside the houses,
relative humidity, air, leaf and ground
temperatures were measured while solar
radiation, wind speed, wind direction, air
temperature and dew point temperature were
measured outside. Tomatoes were planted in the
houses 4 weeks prior to application of a 30%
black plastic shade cloth to the test house. Data
from before and after shade cloth application
were compared in an effort to determine
performance.

Due to space limitations, only data from a
single day priorto shadeclothapplication (Figure
1) and a single day following shade cloth
application (Figure2) will be presented here.
Note that prior to shade cloth application,
temperatures in the two houses were nearly
identical while afterwards ground temperatures
did decrease some; however, air and leaf
temperatures actually increased. Some of the
data (not shown) actually does show a slight
decrease in air temperature with shading (0.5 to
1.0°F)butno evidenceofreducedleaf temperature
was observed. It was obvious that the shade cloth

was acting as a barrier to cooling as well as an aid
to cooling but the exact reasons for the blockage
were still not clear.

Laboratory Study
Since the results obviously disagreed with

the existing recommendations a laboratory study
was initiated in which a model greenhouse was
used to investigate the ability of various shading
materials to reduce temperatures in a ventilated
greenhouse. Black plastic, white painted plastic
and white fabric (polyester) materials of various
weaves were tested and the results compared to
a computer model of the test facility.

The computermodel showed that the basic
reasonshade clothsfail toperformasexpectedis
that in the process of shading they also absorb
energy. Thisenrgy mustberejected, someto the
outside environment and some to the inside.
Further, in addition to blocking solar energy
from coming into the greenhouse shade cloths
also block thermal energy from leaving the
greenhouse. Incombination, these factors actto
reduceshading effectiveness in cooling.

The results of the material testing were that
the black plastic materials averaged only 48%
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Figure 1. Temperatures in thetesthouse (o) andcontrol house (*) priortoapplication of theshadecloth.
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Figure 2. Temperatures in thetesthouse (o) andcontrol house (*) afterapplication of theshadecloth.
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effective (that is, temperatures were reduced
only48%of theamount predictedby theshading
percentage) in still air and 63% effective with an
outside air velocity equivalent to 5 mph. White
painted plastics performed only slightly better
(56% and 71%, respectively). The best
performance was from the white fabric materials
whichwere 88% and 102% effective,respectively
(the 102% was probably due to the normal
instrumentation error associated with tests such
as these).

The results suggest that black plastic
materials make very inefficient shade cloths,
absorbing large amounts of solar energy which
then cannot be easily rejected. White plastic
shade cloths apparently are slightly better;
however, theystilldo notreduce temperatures in
proportion to "light" blockage. Excessive light

blockage is an undesirable byproduct of
temperture control through shading.

The bestperformingmaterials were the white
fabrics; however, the reasons for that are still
unknown. All ofthe white fabricstested hadvery
fine "hairs" protruding from the main fibers
which may have increased the ability of the
material to reject heat. It was also noticed, when
testing for light blockage, that these materials
seem to"luminesce" in sunlight, suggestingthat
they may have the ability to transmit light better
than"heat." The disadvantage ofthe white fabric
materials is that none of those tested could be

considered "weather resistant" and they will not
tolerate greenhouse conditions well. A better
understanding of shading materials is needed
and currently, studies are underway for exactly
that purpose.
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Floriculture Crop Nutrition Workshops
LEARN:

• How to Avoid Nutritional Disorders in Your Crops
• How to Properly Fertilize Your Plants

• How Fertilizers Differ From Each Other-Which Ones Are Best Suited

for Your Conditions?

• How to Monitor Your Crops Nutritional Status and Prevent Problems
Before They Occur

Come hearPaul Nelson andDougBaileyputcrop nutrition in perspective forgrowers. This
program will give you hands-on experience essential for proper crop fertilization. The
workshops willbeheld from 8:30 am-3:30 pm ateach location. Theregistration costis$15.00
andincludes a proceedings andrefreshments atbreaks (lunch on yourown). Contact Doug
Bailey at (919) 515-3322 for more information.

24 February 1992 in Fletcher, N.C.
26 February 1992 in Charlotte, N.C.
28 February 1992 in Kinston, N.C.

Sponsored by Dept. Horticultural Science, NCSU and
North Carolina Commercial Flower Growers' Association
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